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Abstract
The forward-backward asymmetries of e+ e ! Z0 ! bb and e+ e ! Z0 ! cc have been measured by
the OPAL Collaboration using samples of hadronic Z0 decays in which electron or muon candidates
were observed. The asymmetries were measured simultaneously in a two parameter t, which used the
distributions of the track momentum and transverse momentum component with respect to the associated jet to distinguish lepton candidates from di erent sources. From a sample of 360 000 hadronic
events with centre-of-mass energies within 0:5 GeV of the Z0 mass and mean energy 91.24 GeV, the
values obtained for the bb asymmetry before and after correcting for the e ect of B0 B0 mixing, and
for the cc asymmetry are, respectively:

AbF;Bmix = 0:070  0:014 (stat)  0:005 (sys);
AbF B = 0:092  0:018 (stat)  0:007 (sys)  0:003 (mix);
AcF B = 0:014  0:030 (stat)  0:020 (sys):
The measurement of the bb asymmetry is con rmed by a measurement using only leptons with high
transverse momentum. This sample is highly enriched in semileptonic decays of b hadrons. Measurements using high transverse momentum leptons were also performed using samples of events with
centre-of-mass energies further from the Z0 mass. After correcting for the e ect of B0 B0 mixing, the
results are:

AbF B (hpsi = 89:66 GeV) = 0:071  0:054 (stat)  0:007 (sys)  0:002 (mix);
AbF B (hpsi = 92:75 GeV) = 0:131  0:047 (stat)  0:012 (sys)  0:004 (mix):
(Submitted to Z. Phys. C)
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1 Introduction
In the Standard Model, the di erential cross-section for the production of fermion-antifermion pairs
in e+ e annihilation with centre-of-mass energy near to the Z0 mass can be expressed as:
d / 1 + cos2  + 8 A cos ;
(1)
d cos 
3 FB
where  is the angle between the directions of the outgoing fermion and incoming electron, and mass
terms have been neglected. This form makes explicit the resulting forward-backward asymmetry, AF B ,
which in general is de ned by AF B = (F B )=(F + B ), where F and B are the cross-sections
for the fermion to have cos  > 0 and cos  < 0 respectively. The asymmetry is directly related to the
vector, v , and axial-vector, a, couplings of the electron and fermion, f , to the Z0 . At the Z0 resonance
it has the approximate form [1]:
(2)
AF B  43 (v22v+eaae2) (v22v+f aaf2 ) :
e
e
f
f
To take into account QCD e ects, the asymmetry at the parton level can be de ned either in terms
of the quark direction, or the direction of the thrust axis of the event. The latter is more common,
and is used here. The rst order QCD correction to the bb asymmetry for this de nition is a change
in the predicted asymmetry of AbF B = 0:003 [1].
The measurements presented here use prompt leptons to tag bb and cc events. Here \prompt" is
taken to mean a lepton from a b or c hadron decay. The thrust axis is used to estimate the quark
direction, and the quark charge is inferred from the lepton charge. The experimental observable,
y = Qcos thrust , is chosen to estimate cos  for b quarks. Here cos thrust is the cosine of the angle
between the event thrust axis and the incoming electron direction, and Q is the lepton charge. The
direction of the thrust axis is chosen so that ~t:~p is positive, where ~t is the thrust vector, and ~p is the
lepton momentum. An event with y > 0 (y < 0) is said to be forward (backward). The e ect of
B0 B0 mixing is to reduce the apparent asymmetry of bb events to AbF;Bmix = (1 2)AbF B where  is
the average mixing parameter measured using semileptonic b hadron decays produced at Z0 energies.
Events contribute to the overall asymmetry of the sample according to the decaying quark and the
semileptonic decay as follows1:
 b ! ` with asymmetry AbF;Bmix
 b !  ! ` with asymmetry AbF;Bmix
 b ! c ! `+ with asymmetry AbF;Bmix
 b ! c ! ` with asymmetry AbF;Bmix
 b ! J= ! ` with zero asymmetry
 c ! `+ with asymmetry AcF B
 Background from any track wrongly identi ed as a prompt lepton, with asymmetry Aback
FB .
The various samples of prompt leptons are characterised by di erent distributions in momentum,
p, and transverse momentum component with respect to the ight direction of the parent hadron,
which is approximated by the momentum component, pt, transverse to the direction of the associated
jet. The relatively large mass of the b quark results in hard fragmentation, which leads to a hard
momentum spectrum of the produced leptons, and the large momentum of the b hadron decay products
1 Charge conjugate decay chains are implied. For example, b ! c ! `+ also refers to the process b ! c ! ` . The
expression b ! c ! ` refers to the four \cascade" decays: b ! c ! `+ , b ! c ! ` and their charge conjugates.
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in the hadron rest frame is manifested as a large pt in the experimental frame. Leptons produced by
the cascade processes, b ! c ! `, have lower p and pt , while the direct c ! `+ decays again lead to
lower pt , but relatively high momentum.
Two approaches are presented here. Firstly, the asymmetry was measured in the region with high
p and pt, which is dominated by b ! ` decays. This observed asymmetry was corrected for the
small contributions from other sources. Secondly, a simultaneous t was performed for AbF;Bmix and
AcF B over the full pt range. In the following sections the OPAL detector, the selection of hadronic Z0
decays, and the identi cation of electrons and muons are described. The measurements rely on the
modelling of b and c hadron production and semileptonic decay, and on knowledge of the semileptonic
branching ratios, which are described in section 3. The measurements of the bb and cc asymmetries,
and the associated systematic uncertainties are presented. Finally, the results are compared with the
predictions of the Standard Model.

2 Event selection

2.1 The OPAL detector

The elements of the OPAL detector [2] used in this analysis are described brie y here. Tracking is
performed by the central detector, which includes a vertex drift chamber, a large volume jet chamber
and \z-chambers" measuring the z coordinate2 of tracks in the barrel region of the detector. The
jet chamber, which has 159 sense wires per sector, also provides measurements of the ionization,
dE=dx, of a charged track. The average resolution is 3.5% for 159 samples [3]. The tracking system is
surrounded by a coil which maintains a uniform magnetic eld of 0.435T parallel to the beam direction.
The momentum resolutionpin the barrel region, j cos j < 0:7, in the bending plane of the magnetic
eld, is given by p =p = (0:02)2 + (0:0018p)2 (p in GeV/c). In the endcap region, the resolution
follows a Gluckstern form [4], with an average resolution for leptons from b decays of p =p = 3:9%.
Outside the coil is the electromagnetic calorimeter, composed of lead-glass blocks and instrumented
with a presampler. The blocks are approximately 10  10 cm2 in cross section, and the calorimeter is
typically 24 radiation lengths deep. There are 9 440 blocks in the barrel region, j cos j < 0:82, with
their longitudinal axes pointing roughly towards the interaction region. In the barrel region, the energy
resolution is E =E  2:3% for E  45 GeV, measured using e+ e ! e+ e events. The resolution of
the energy divided by the momentum for electrons with E between 2 and 3 GeV is measured to be
(E=p)  10:5% using e+ e ! e+ e events. These resolutions include the e ect of the material in
front of the calorimeter, which amounts to about 2:1= sin  radiation lengths. Each of the two endcap
calorimeters, covering 0:81 < j cos j < 0:98, consists of 1132 blocks with their long axes parallel to
the beam direction. This non-projective geometry presents typically three blocks in the direct lineof- ight of a particle originating from the event vertex and thus yields a crude longitudinal shower
sampling. The energy resolution of the endcap calorimeters has been measured to be E =E  4:9%
for E  45 GeV and E =E  12% for E  3 GeV.
The return yoke of the magnet is instrumented with streamer tubes as a hadron calorimeter, and
outside it lie muon detectors. There are at least 7, and in most regions 8, absorption lengths of
material between the interaction point and the muon detectors. Muons with momenta above 3 GeV/c
usually penetrate to the muon chambers. The muon barrel detector covers the region j cos j < 0:7. It
is composed of four layers of planar drift chambers, with cylindrical geometry. These give a position
accuracy of 1.5 mm in r{ and 2 mm in z . The muon endcap detector covers the polar angle range
0:67 < j cos j < 0:98. It is composed of two planes of limited streamer tube arrays at each end of the
detector, yielding resolutions of 1{3mm on the x and y coordinates. The z coordinate is known from
2 The coordinate system is de ned with positive

azimuthal angles. The positive
centre of the OPAL detector.

x

z along the e beam direction, and  and  being the polar and
direction points towards the centre of the LEP ring. The origin is taken to be the
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the surveyed positions of the chambers. The two muon detector subsystems cover 93% of the full solid
angle.

2.2 Monte Carlo samples

The JETSET 7.3 Monte Carlo program [5] was used to generate event samples, together with a
program to simulate the response of the OPAL detector [6]. Simulated events were processed through
the same reconstruction and selection algorithms as data from the detector. The Monte Carlo events
were all generated with a centre-of-mass energy of 91.175 GeV. A sample of hadronic Z0 decays
containing the mixture of primary quark avours predicted by the Standard Model was used to study
lepton identi cation and to evaluate non-prompt backgrounds such as hadrons misidenti ed as muons
or photon conversions. The Lund symmetric fragmentation function [5] was used to describe the
hadronization properties of all quark avours in this sample. These studies are described in sections 2.4
and 2.5. Samples of bb and cc events, where the fragmentation of the b quarks was described by
the fragmentation function of Peterson et al. [7], were also generated. The Peterson fragmentation
function is expected to give a more realistic description of heavy quark fragmentation than the LUND
symmetric scheme. The values of the parameters controlling the Peterson fragmentation function used
for bb and cc events were b = 0:0055 and c = 0:05 respectively, corresponding to LEP average values
of hxE ib = 0:70 and hxE ic = 0:51 [8,9].

2.3 Selection of hadronic Z0 decays

This
analysis is based on data samples collected during 1990 and 1991, with centre-of-mass energies,
ps, within
3 GeV of the Z0 mass, MZ. Hadronic Z0 events were selected using an algorithm which has
been described elsewhere [10]. It was additionally demanded that there be at least seven charged tracks
which pass minimal quality requirements in each event. This extra condition reduces the background,
in particular Z0 decays to tau pairs, to a negligible level.
Charged tracks and electromagnetic calorimeter energy clusters not associated to tracks were
combined into jets using the JADE algorithm [11], with the E0 recombination scheme [12]. An
invariant mass-squared cut-o of xmin = (7 GeV/c2)2 was used. According to Monte Carlo simulation,
this jet de nition optimises the estimate of the direction of the decaying b hadron. The lepton was
included in the calculation of the jet direction for the determination of the transverse momentum, pt.
The same tracks and clusters were also used to nd the thrust axis of the event. As the asymmetry
measurement relies on the thrust axis to estimate the quark direction, an additional restriction of
jcos thrust j < 0:9 was introduced to ensure that the thrust axis was not biassed by the loss of particles
outside the detector acceptance. Similarly, the polar angle of the jet direction was required to satisfy
j cos jetj < 0:9 to ensure that the pt of the lepton was well measured.
The predicted quark asymmetries depend stronglypon the centre-of-mass energy. The data were
therefore divided into three samples: (1) eventspwith s within 0.5 GeV of MZ , amounting to about
360k events p
with mean centre-of-mass energy h si =p 91:24 GeV, referred to as \on-peak"
data; (2)
p
events with s above this range { 55k events
p with h si = 92:75 GeV; (3) events with s below the
range of sample (1) { 46k events with h si = 89:66 GeV. Samples (2) and (3) will be referred to
collectively as \o -peak" data.

2.4 Muon identi cation

Tracks in the central detector with polar angle j cos j < 0:9, and momentum p > 3 GeV/c were
considered as muon candidates. The muon identi cation criteria were the same as those described in
a previous publication [13], in which only muon candidates with pt > 1:1 GeV/c were considered. In
this analysis the full pt range was used, and one extra cut was therefore introduced to reduce the large
background at low pt , as described below. In addition, possible systematic errors due to incorrect
5

modelling of the shape of the background as a function of p and pt were considered. The asymmetry
measurement does not require a knowledge of the identi cation eciency, although in order to check
that the events follow the distribution predicted by equation (1) the eciency as a function of cos  is
needed. This is explained in section 4.

Selection criteria
The most e ective variable used for muon identi cation in OPAL measures the goodness of the match
between the extrapolation of a charged track reconstructed in the central detector and a track segment
reconstructed independently in the muon chambers [13]. The points of closest approach of each
extrapolated central track to muon segments are determined. The separation in azimuthal and polar
angle between these points and the muon segments is found, and the sum in quadrature of these
angular deviations, normalized by their errors, is calculated. The resulting matching measure, pos ,
was required to satisfy:
 pos < 3:0.
Further requirements were imposed to suppress backgrounds:
 A track with a reliable measurement of the dE=dx in the jet chamber was rejected if the measured
ionization was more than two standard deviations below that expected for a muon.
 No more than 20 muon segments were allowed in an azimuthal slice of 300mrad around a track.
 The second best matching track to a muon segment was required to be at least twice as far in
angle from the segment as the best matching track (\misassociation cut").
The dE=dx requirement removes mostly K tracks matched to muon segments, as the ionization
losses of muon and charged pion tracks are not suciently separated for momenta above 2 GeV/c
to o er signi cant pion rejection. The cut on the number of muon segments reduces background
caused by hadronic showers leaking out of the back of the calorimeter. The last cut on the relative
matching of the rst and second best matched tracks is e ective against tracks wrongly associated to
muon segments. Such misassociation background dominates at low pt, and the misassociation cut was
therefore not needed for the asymmetry measurement using only high pt muons.

Muon identi cation eciency

The muon reconstruction and matching eciencies as a function of cos  were measured with muon
pair events from two-photon scattering processes, and Z0 decays. The di erence in eciency between
these isolated muons and muons in hadronic Z0 decays was studied using Monte Carlo events. The
eciency of the dE=dx cut in denser track environments was studied using pure samples of known
particle types, for example pions from K0 decays [13]. The muon identi cation eciency was found
to be reliably simulated by the Monte Carlo program for muons with momenta above 3 GeV/c. For
example, the muon identi cation eciency in the kinematic region p > 3 GeV/c, pt > 1:0GeV/c was
763%, where the error is systematic.

Muon backgrounds
There are three main backgrounds to the prompt muon signal [13], which are together referred to as
hadronic background. These originate from:
 the decays-in- ight of light hadrons, particularly  and K,
 leakage of hadronic interaction products through to the muon detectors (\punchthrough"), and
hadrons which do not interact inelastically in the detector material (\sailthrough"),
6

 random incorrect association of a charged track with a reconstructed muon segment caused by

some other particle (\misassociation").
The background level was studied using various samples of identi ed hadrons, and samples with low
prompt muon content. These were selected in data and simulated events using the same algorithms.
Identi ed K0 !  +  decays were used for studying the background from charged pions, complemented by  ! 3 decays in Z0 !  +  events. Samples of tracks passing some, but not all, of
the muon identi cation requirements were also examined. The tests indicated that the backgrounds
from pion and kaon decays in ight can be constrained to an accuracy of 10%, and misassociation
to 25%. A 50% error was assigned to the punchthrough background since it predominates only at
very high momenta where fewer tracks were available, and depends on the detailed modelling of the
hadronic shower development in the detector material. The overall background rate is understood to
within 13%.
The background rate as a function of p, pt and y = Qcos thrust was calculated by measuring the
probability that a charged track in a Monte Carlo event gives a hadronic background muon candidate
(\fake probability"), and multiplying by the total number of tracks seen in the data in the same
kinematic region. This procedure reduces dependence on the delity of Monte Carlo modelling of the
p and pt distributions. The fake probability per track is expected to be independent of Q, and was
taken to be a symmetric function of y in order to improve the statistical precision. However, the total
number of tracks as a function of y is not symmetric, and the background predicted in this way has the
same asymmetry as the sample of all tracks in the same kinematic region. The average fake probability
per charged track for p > 3 GeV/c and pt > 1:0 GeV/c was found to be (0:47  0:01 (stat))%. It varies
between 0.6% at low momentum to 0.3% at high momentum and is roughly constant with pt . The
rates for the three background components were varied separately in order to estimate the error due to
the uncertainty in the background rate as a function of p and pt . The modelling of the relative yields
of   and K by the Monte Carlo is not expected to be a signi cant source of error for the asymmetry
measurement, because after the dE=dx cut the fake probabilities per track for the two particle types
are the same to within 30%. The distribution of background as a function of Q cos  is therefore
expected to have the same asymmetry as the distribution for all tracks. The relatively small fraction
of proton tracks means that sensitivity to modelling of their yield is not expected to be a signi cant
source of error.

2.5 Electron identi cation

Electron candidates with p > 2 GeV/c were selected in both the barrel region of the detector, with
j cos j < 0:7, and the endcap region, with 0:815 < j cos j < 0:91. The electron selection criteria for
the barrel region have been discussed in detail elsewhere [14,13]. The identi cation of electrons in the
endcap region is particularly important for the measurement of the asymmetry, as this is the region
where the greatest di erence between the number of forward and backward events is expected.

Selection criteria
Identi cation of electrons in both regions relies on the speci c ionization loss of a track in the jet
chamber, dE=dx, and the amount and distribution of energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter around
the extrapolated track. The dE=dx requirements are similar in the barrel and endcap regions, while
the calorimetric requirements are dictated by the somewhat di erent geometry of the detector in the
two parts.
Electron candidate tracks were required to have a well-determined polar angle, to improve the
matching to clusters in the calorimeter. In the barrel region it was demanded that the track t included
at least three space points from the z-chambers, and in the endcap region the track was required to
have been successfully constrained to the z coordinate of the end of the last wire encountered by the
track before exiting the jet chamber.
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The ionization loss in the jet chamber was required to be consistent with that expected for an
electron:
 NdE=dx = [dE=dx (dE=dx)0] =(dE=dx) > 2:0;
NdE=dx is the di erence between the measured ionization loss and the mean dE=dx expected for
electrons, divided by the expected error. The mean electron dE=dx and resolution were determined
separately for the barrel and endcap regions. In order to accept only tracks for which dE=dx was well
measured, the number of samples, Nsamp , used for the dE=dx determination of was required to satisfy:
 Nsamp  40 (barrel) or 20 (endcap)
In the endcap region, electron candidates were additionally required to satisfy
 Nsamp=NCJhit > 0:5;
where NCJhit is the number of hits in the central jet chamber used in the r{ track t. This requirement discriminates against tracks for which a large number of dE=dx samples were discarded
due to surrounding track activity. It also results in a more uniform eciency as a function of j cos j.
After these two requirements on the number of dE=dx samples, more than 90% of prompt electron
candidates in the endcap region have Nsamp greater than 40.
An electron candidate track was required to be extrapolated to a cluster in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. The calorimetric requirements in the barrel region were as follows:
 Npres > min(2:5 + p=2; 10) (p in GeV/c);
 Econe=(Econe + E ) > 0:85 or E < 2 GeV (\lateral spread cut");
 0:7 < Econe=p < 1:4.
A presampler cluster amplitude, Npres , of 2.0 corresponds to the signal due to a beam energy muon.
Econe is the total energy deposited in the blocks in the electromagnetic cluster associated with the
track whose centres are within 30 mrad of the extrapolated track position at the front face of the lead
glass. Econe + E is the total energy in this cone plus adjacent blocks3 . The energies were corrected
for energy loss in the material traversed before entering the lead glass.
The calorimetric requirements for the endcap region were as follows:
 Nblocks < 16:
This requirement on the number of blocks in the cluster, Nblocks , serves mostly to reduce hadronic
background in the region p > 10 GeV/c, where large overlaps between clusters can arti cially raise
the measured energy, allowing a hadron to pass a cut on E /p.
Due to the non-projective geometry of blocks in the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter, any
energy deposit has a reconstructed centre of gravity in  which is displaced from the track impact
point. This displacement was corrected for each cluster assuming that the cluster was created by
an electron originating from the event vertex. Figure 1 shows the di erence after correction between
the  values of the track and the cluster, jtrack cluster j, which is small for electrons, and broad for
hadrons. Electron candidates were required to satisfy:
 jtrack cluster j < 8 mrad:
To reduce further the e ect of overlapping clusters on the energy measurement, a background subtracted energy was calculated. Each candidate track was extrapolated to the electromagnetic calorimeter to nd the rst block through which the track would traverse 4 radiation lengths of material (centre
3 In a previous publication [14] the variable Econe2 was used to represent Econe + E .
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block). Around this centre block, two rings of neighbouring blocks were formed (see gure 2). The
inner ring consisted of the 8 blocks touching the centre block, and the outer ring of the 16 next-totouching blocks. The energies in 11 blocks in the outer ring, excluding the 5 most forward blocks with
respect to the track momentum vector in the x{y plane, were averaged. These blocks were chosen as
being least a ected by energy deposited by the electron candidate itself and typical of the surrounding
hadronic activity. This average was subtracted from the centre and each of the 8 touching blocks.
Finally, the adjusted energies of the 9 inner blocks were summed and the total was corrected for the
energy lost in the material before the calorimeter and for the incidence angle. The ratio between this
background subtracted energy, Esub , and the momentum was required to satisfy:
 0:8 < Esub=p < 1:2:
As well as reducing the e ect of overlapping clusters on the energy measurement, the background
subtracted energy improves the discrimination between electrons and hadrons. In gure 3, it can be
seen that pions are moved out of the signal region after subtracting the estimated energy due to nearby
particles.

Photon conversion rejection
Electron candidate tracks tagged as originating from photon conversions were removed from the sample. Photon conversions were identi ed using an algorithm that searches for pairs of oppositely-charged
tracks with a vertex geometry consistent with that expected from a conversion [13]. The eciency of
this conversion tagging method was determined using simulated events and was found to be (84  4)%
for tracks with p > 2 GeV/c and pt > 0:8 GeV/c. This eciency depends only weakly on p, pt and .
The error is systematic and arises from tracking and detector modelling uncertainties. The purity of
the tagged conversion sample obtained this way is (70  10)% for pt > 0:8 GeV/c.

Hadrons misidenti ed as electrons

The independence of the E=p and dE=dx measurements was used to determine the number of hadrons
which were misidenti ed as electrons, following the procedure described in detail elsewhere [14,13]. The
shape of the hadronic background in the E=p distribution was predicted using a sample of tracks which
satis ed all the other electron identi cation criteria, with the dE=dx requirement modi ed to select
background tracks. Similarly, the shape of the background in the dE=dx distribution was predicted
using a modi ed E=p requirement. The fraction of the sample arising from hadrons misidenti ed as
electrons varies with p and pt. For p > 2 GeV/c and pt > 0:8 GeV/c it is (3:6  0:3)%. The fraction
is at most about 25%, for p > 6 GeV/c and pt < 0:4 GeV/c.

Electron identi cation eciencies
The electron identi cation eciencies and background fractions were calculated using the methods
described elsewhere [14, 13]. The eciency for a prompt electron to satisfy the selection criteria is
approximately 45% for pt > 0:8 GeV/c, depending on the momentum region. Although the average
electron identi cation eciency does not need to be known in order to measure the asymmetry, the
relative eciencies for electrons from di erent sources must be known. The variation of identi cation
eciency with cos  can be used to verify the form of equation (1), as described in section 4.
The electron identi cation eciency is expected to depend on the source of the prompt electron
because the values of some selection variables depend on the density of particles around the electron.
The Monte Carlo simulation suggests that the dominant contributions to the variation of eciency with
source are from the lateral spread cut for electrons in the barrel region, and the Esub =p requirement
for electrons in the endcap region, because these are most sensitive to the isolation of the electron. In
order to reduce the dependence on the Monte Carlo modelling of electromagnetic showers in the leadglass calorimeter, the source dependence of the eciency due to these selection criteria was estimated
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by combining the energy deposited by isolated electrons in low multiplicity events in the data with
the energy deposited by nearby particles in the regions around prompt muons in simulated hadronic
Z0 decays. The energy deposited by the muon itself was subtracted. The distribution of the energy
deposited around a muon for muons from a given source is expected to be the same as for electrons
coming from this source with the same p and pt. The energy around muons in simulated events was
in reasonable agreement with the observed energy around muons in hadronic Z0 decays in the data.
The surrounding energy in simulated events was scaled by a factor F , to improve agreement with the
data. The tted value of F was 0:9  0:2 in the barrel region, and 0:9  0:3 in the endcap. The error
in the source dependence includes Monte Carlo statistics and the e ect of varying F by one standard
deviation. The source dependence of the identi cation eciency due to the barrel Econe=p and endcap
jtrack clusterj requirements were estimated in a similar manner.
Simulated events were used to predict the small additional contributions to the source dependence
due to demanding that the track be associated with a cluster in the calorimeter, and the presampler
requirement. A systematic error was assigned based on the agreement between Monte Carlo events
and data for these variables. The Monte Carlo prediction for the Nsamp requirement was also taken,
in this case with the full source dependence assumed as a systematic error. An additional systematic
error based on the di erence in the eciency of a dE=dx requirement for isolated electrons in low
multiplicity events and for minimum ionizing pions was included.
The resulting ratios between the average electron identi cation eciencies for di erent sources
were consistent for electrons in the barrel and endcap regions. For tracks with p > 2 GeV/c and
pt > 0:8 GeV/c they were found to be: (b ! c ! e)=(b ! e) = 0:87  0:04 and (c ! e)=(b ! e) =
0:80  0:07. The results for lower pt were within 2% of these values. The identi cation eciencies
(b !  ! e ) and (b ! J= ! e) were assumed equal to (b ! e) as predicted by Monte Carlo
simulation.

3 Modelling of heavy avour semileptonic decay
The analysis relies on understanding the relative rates and the p and pt distributions for the various sources of prompt leptons. Particular attention was therefore paid to the modelling of heavy
avour fragmentation and semileptonic decays, using the procedures described in detail in [13]. The
semileptonic decay model is important not only in Z0 decays, where it has some in uence on the p
spectrum and strongly a ects the pt distribution, it is equally relevant for lower centre-of-mass energy
experiments where the measurements of the semileptonic branching ratios have been made. In both
cases, the observed lepton momentum spectrum includes contributions from b ! ` and b ! c ! `
decays. The measured branching ratios, Br(b ! ` ) and Br(b ! c ! `), therefore depend on the
theoretical models used to predict the momentum distribution for these two components in a correlated way. Taking into account this correlation can lead to a reduction of the systematic error in the
measurement of bb = had from Z0 decays [14, 13]. However, since the dominant cascade component,
b ! c ! `+ , contributes to the asymmetry with the opposite sign to the direct b ! ` component, a
proper account of this correlation leads to an increased estimated systematic error in this analysis.
Measurements of b hadron semileptonic branching ratios by the CLEO Collaboration using (4S )
decays were taken [15]. Full details of the theoretical models have been provided. The central values
of the asymmetry measurements in this publication assume the branching ratios measured by CLEO
using the model of Altarelli et al., ACCMM [16]. Branching ratio measurements using the model of
Isgur et al. [17], ISGW, and a momentum spectrum derived from this model with the fraction of D??
decays tted by CLEO to be 32%, denoted ISGW?? , are used to assess the systematic error.
The error on the value of Br(b ! ` ) was in ated to take into account the possible di erence
in average semileptonic branching ratio for the composition of b hadrons produced in (4S ) and Z0
decays [13]. The values used are given in table 1. The CLEO branching ratio Br(b ! c ! `) is
measured for the sum of all cascade processes, while for the asymmetry analysis the two branching
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ratios Br(b ! c ! `+ ) and Br(b ! c ! ` ) must be estimated. The factors by which the CLEO
result was multiplied to give these two branching ratios in Z0 decays are given in table 1. These
factors take into account the di erent semileptonic branching ratios of the c hadrons expected in Bd ,
B+ , Bs and b decays, and the fraction of b quark decays in which a c antiquark is produced in
addition to a c quark (15  5%) [13,18]. The values of Br(b !  ! ` ) and Br(b ! J= ! `) [13]
are also given in table 1. The values are based on phase space considerations [18] and world average
branching ratios [19].
In treating c ! `+ decays, the ACCMM and ISGW models were again used for the central value
of the asymmetry and in assessing the systematic error respectively. However, no correlated measurements of the semileptonic branching ratio were available in this case. The ACCMM model parameters
used were from a t to semileptonic D decay measurements from the DELCO Collaboration [20]. Both
models are in reasonable agreement with these data, and the di erences between them give an estimate
of the range of spectra the data can support. The branching ratio Br(c ! `+ ) was derived from world
average values of measured c hadron semileptonic branching ratios and lifetimes [19] and the fractions
of c hadron species produced in cc events predicted by the JETSET Monte Carlo program. The value
used is given in table 1.
The bb and cc JETSET Monte Carlo events were reweighted according to the lepton momentum
in the hadron rest frame to reproduce the distributions predicted by the semileptonic decay models.
ISGW ACCMM ISGW??
Br(b ! ` ) (%)
10.1 10:5  0:5 11.1
Br(b ! c ! `) from CLEO (%)
11.1 9:7  1:0
9.3
Br(b ! c ! `+)(Z0)=Br(b ! c ! `)((4S ))
0:81  0:09
Br(b ! c ! ` )(Z0)=Br(b ! c ! `)((4S ))
0:11  0:04
Br(c ! `+) (%)
9:6  1:1
Br(b !  ! ` ) (%)
0:5  0:2
Br(b ! J= ! `) (%)
0:14  0:04
Table 1: Branching ratio values, including the factors used to convert the value of Br(b ! c ! `)
measured by CLEO into values of Br(b ! c ! `+ ) and Br(b ! c ! ` ) in Z0 decays. The derivation
of these values is discussed in the text.

4 Measurements of AbFB and AcFB
All the measurements presented here use the experimental variable y = Qcos thrust . The di erential
cross-section has the form:
d / X f 1 + y 2 + 8 As y   (y ):
(3)
s
s
dy
3 FB
s

Here the sum runs over all sources of lepton candidates, fs is the fraction of lepton candidates from a
given source, AsF B is the asymmetry of this source, and s is the acceptance for this source as a function
of y . The acceptance functions, s (y ), are normalised to unity and the average identi cation eciencies
are absorbed into the fractions fs . For non-prompt backgrounds, the acceptance function, s (y ), also
takes into account variations in the background rate, for example due to the distribution of material
in the detector. Although the detector is not precisely symmetric as a function of cos , its response
is expected to be the same for positive and negative particles to a very good approximation, and so
the functions s are taken to be even functions of y . The assumption that the functions s have the
same y dependence for all sources of prompt leptons is supported by Monte Carlo studies. Assuming
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that non-prompt leptons also have the same acceptance function, equation (3) can be written:
d = C 1 + y 2 + 8 Aobs y  (jy j):
dy
3 FB

(4)

In this expression, the normalizing constant, C , is independent of the asymmetry of the sample, Aobs
FB,
because the acceptance
function
for
all
sources,

(
y
),
is
an
even
function
of
y
.
The
asymmetry
of
the
P
s , is given by:
sample, Aobs
=
f
A
FB
s s FB

fb!c!`+ + fb!c!` )AbF;Bmix fc!`+ AcF B + fback Aback
(5)
FB :
If the non-prompt background does not follow the distribution (1 + y 2 + (8=3)Aback
F B y )(jy j), then
Aobs
F B = (fb!` + fb!

!`

equations (4) and (5) still hold if the background is rst subtracted from the distribution, so that
fback = 0.
In each of the measurements presented below, equation (5) was used to relate the observed asymmetry of the sample to the underlying quark asymmetries. The fractions, fs , of each prompt source
were calculated using the semileptonic branching ratios given in table 1, and kinematic and geometrical
eciencies derived from the JETSET Monte Carlo samples with Peterson fragmentation, reweighted
to take account of the theoretical models of semileptonic decay described in section 3. For electrons,
the di erences in electron identi cation eciency for di erent sources were also included in the calculation of the fractions. The contribution from non-prompt leptons is discussed for each measurement.
As is described below, ts can be constructed such that the form of (jy j) does not need to be known.
However, correcting for the acceptance as a function of y allows a check that the assumed form of the
cross section is valid.
Except where it was left free, the charm asymmetry was taken to have its Standard Model value
for the appropriate centre-of-mass energy, as predicted by the program ZFITTER [21], with MZ =
91:187
GeV/c2, a top quark mass of 132 GeV/c2, a Higgs boson mass of 300 GeV/c2 and s = 0:12 [22].
p
For s = 91:24 GeV, these parameters lead to a value of AcF B = 0:056. The predictions of ZFITTER
were also used for the fraction of hadronic Z0 decays to bb and cc: bb = had = 0:217 and cc = had =
0:171. The dependence of the measurements on the values of AcF B , bb and cc was also considered.
Events with more than one lepton candidate were considered once per candidate. It was veri ed
that this made a negligible di erence to the statistical error compared to allowing only one candidate
per event.

4.1 Measurements using high p muons
t

A sample of 6614 identi ed muon candidates with p > 3 GeV/c and pt > 1:0 GeV/c was selected from
the on-peak data. This kinematic region is expected to be dominated by b ! ` decays.
The hadronic background in 12 bins of equal width in y was estimated using the fake probability
per track multiplied by the total number of tracks in this kinematic region as described in section 2.4.
The distribution of y for all muon candidates is shown in gure 4, with the expected background
superimposed. As can be seen from this gure, the approximation that the background and prompt
muons both follow the form of equation (4) is invalid. This is because the fake probability per track
depends strongly on the distribution of material in the detector. The predicted background in bins of
y was therefore subtracted from the sample of muon candidates before tting for Aobs
FB.
The background subtracted distribution was corrected bin-by-bin in y for the muon identi cation
eciency to obtain the expected y distribution for prompt muons. The eciency was also assumed to
be a symmetric function of y . The corrected distribution of y for prompt muons is shown in gure 5.
The asymmetry of this corrected distribution was obtained using a binned 2 t to the form
1 + y 2 + (8=3)Aobs
F B y normalised to the integral of the corrected distribution. The t took into account
the correlated errors for bins with the same value of jy j arising from the assumed symmetry of the fake
probability per track and eciency. The only free parameter was the e ective asymmetry, whose tted
12

2
value was Aobs
F B = 0:056  0:014 (stat), corresponding to the curve shown in gure 5. The  =d:o:f :
is 14.9/11, indicating that the data are consistent with the predicted di erential cross section. The
calculated fractions of each source in the sample are given in table 2. From equation (5) with fback = 0,
and the fractions of other sources rescaled to sum to unity, the b asymmetry was found to be:

AbF;Bmix = 0:076  0:018 (stat):

p

This measurement was also made using the two o -peak data samples. The average value of s for
events containing high p and pt muon candidates was calculated for each sample. The results are given
in table 3.
Muons
pt > 1 GeV/c pt < 1, p > 6 GeV/c pt < 1, p < 6 GeV/c
Number of events
6614
7948
10363
fback
0.121
0.345
0.593
fb!`
0.727
0.250
0.089
fb! !`
0.009
0.012
0.009
fb!c!`+
0.071
0.113
0.151
fb!c!`
0.008
0.014
0.021
fb!J= !`
0.016
0.002
0.000
fc!`+
0.048
0.263
0.136
Electrons
pt > 0:8 GeV/c pt < 0:8, p > 6 GeV/c pt < 0:8, p < 6 GeV/c
Number of events
4792
2079
4539
fconv
0.024
0.039
0.249
fmisID
0.036
0.180
0.054
fb!`
0.745
0.327
0.137
fb! !`
0.013
0.015
0.018
fb!c!`+
0.093
0.116
0.264
fb!c!`
0.011
0.012
0.035
fb!J= !`
0.012
0.002
0.001
fc!`+
0.067
0.307
0.243
Table 2: The fractions of muon and electron candidates coming from di erent sources for representative
p{pt regions.

4.2 Measurement using high p electrons
t

A second sample of events from the on-peak data, enriched in b ! ` decays, consisted of 4792
identi ed electron candidates with p > 2 GeV/c and pt > 0:8 GeV/c. The distribution of the electron
candidates as a function of y is shown in gure 6. In contrast to the muons, the electron identi cation
eciency varies signi cantly with y . This is dominated by the geometrical acceptance for electron
candidates. However the assumption that the acceptance for background follows the same form (jy j)
as prompt electrons was tested by ts to the data in di erent regions of y and was found to be valid.
In view of these two features, the asymmetry was measured using an unbinned maximum likelihood
t. From equation (4), Aobs
F B can be obtained by maximising the log likelihood:
X
X
ln L = ln[C(jyj j)] + ln[1 + yj2 + 38 Aobs
(6)
F B yj ];
j
j
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hpsi(GeV) AcF B (predicted)
AbF;Bmix
Muons
89.65
0:030
0:064  0:054
91.24
0.056
0:076  0:018
92.75
0.111
0:173  0:045
Electrons
89.67
0:029
0:039  0:063
91.24
0.056
0:072  0:023
92.75
0.111
0:012  0:057
Combined
89.66
0:029
0:054  0:041
91.24
0.056
0:075  0:014
92.75
0.111
0:100  0:036
Table 3: Results from one parameter ts to high pt lepton data for AbF;Bmix . The Standard Model values
of bb = cc and AcF B are assumed. The errors are statistical only.
where the sum is over all electron candidates, j , in the sample and Aobs
F B is the only free parameter
in the t. The rst term is a constant for a given set of events, so that the eciency as a function
of y does not need to be known, and the background follows the same form as the prompt leptons
and so does not need to be subtracted before tting for the e ective asymmetry of the sample. The
t result was Aobs
F B = 0:045  0:015 (stat). The fractions of events coming from the various sources
are given in table 2. Electrons from Dalitz decays are included with the conversions and denoted
\conv". Hadrons misidenti ed as electrons are denoted \misID". The Dalitz decays, conversions and
misidenti ed hadrons were assumed to have zero asymmetry. From equation (5), the forward-backward
asymmetry of e+ e ! bb was found to be:

AbF;Bmix = 0:072  0:023 (stat):
Deviations from the assumption that the conversion and misidenti ed hadron backgrounds have
the same acceptance function and zero asymmetry were taken into account in evaluating the systematic
errors, as discussed in section 5.
The asymmetry was also measured using a binned 2 t to this sample, following the method used
for muon candidates in the previous section. Backgrounds from hadrons misidenti ed as electrons and
electrons from untagged photon conversions were estimated from the data and subtracted bin-by-bin
in y from the observed angular distribution. The background from Dalitz decays and other electrons
that do not come from decays of b or c hadrons were estimated from simulated events and were also
subtracted. The resulting distribution was then corrected for the angular variation of the eciency.
The angular variation of the kinematic and geometrical eciency was calculated using the Monte
Carlo simulation of b and c events. The electron identi cation eciencies were determined from the
data, separately for electrons in the barrel and endcap parts of the calorimeter, and combined in bins
of jy j. The eciency corrected distribution is shown in gure 7. The result of a binned 2 t to this
2
corrected y distribution is Aobs
F B = 0:047  0:016 (stat), with a  =d:o:f : = 3:6=9, again indicating that
the predicted form of the di erential distribution describes the data. From equation (5) with fback = 0,
b;mix
this value of Aobs
F B gives a consistent result for the bb asymmetry of AF B = 0:071  0:023 (stat).
The unbinned maximum likelihood t was also performed using the two o -peak data samples.
The results are given in table 3.
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4.3 Combination of results using high p muons and electrons
t

The results of the binned 2 t to the corrected y distribution
for muon candidates and the unbinned
p
maximum likelihood t to the electron candidates for h si = 91:24 GeV were combined to give:
AbF;Bmix = 0:075  0:014 (stat):
The combined results for the o -peak data are given in table 3.

4.4 Measurement from a t in p, p and cos thrust for muons and electrons
t

Relaxing the pt cuts imposed for the measurements described above yields samples of 24485 muon
candidates with p > 3 GeV/c, and 11410 electron candidates with p > 2 GeV/c, from the on-peak
data. The extra misassociation cut for muons described in section 2.4 was applied in this case. This
reduces the number of muons with pt > 1:0 GeV/c from 6614 to 6574. Taking advantage of the di erent
relative contributions from b ! ` , cascade, c ! `+ and non-prompt backgrounds as a function of p
and pt it is possible to measure the asymmetry of bb and cc events simultaneously. For illustration,
the fractions of leptons from di erent sources in the low pt region with high or low p are given in
table 2. The shapes of the p{pt distributions can be seen in gure 8.
A 2 function which compares the expected and observed asymmetry in bins of p, pt and jy j was
constructed as follows:
X 1 " NiF NiB 8 obs jyij #2
2
 (p; pt; jyj) = 2 N F + N B 3 AF B i 1 + y2 :
(7)
i
i
i
i
i
Here NiF (NiB ) are the numbers of forward (backward) events in bin i, after subtracting the predicted
non-prompt backgrounds. Aobs
F B i is given by equation (5), with fback = 0. The sum is over 6 equal bins
of jy j between 0 and 0.9 and over coarse bins of p and pt for electrons and muons separately 4. The p
and pt bins are di erent for the two lepton species. They were chosen to give roughly equal numbers
of events in each bin. This approach has the advantage that the exact form of the eciency is not
needed, so long as the eciency does not vary greatly across the bin in y . The value of yi for the bin
was taken to be the centre of the bin. The only free parameters in the t were AbF;Bmix and AcF B .
The principle is illustrated in gure 9, in which the ratio (N F N B )=(N F + N B ), in bins of jy j for
2
obs
the high pt lepton samples, is compared to the tted function 8Aobs
F B jy j=3(1 + y ), where AF B is the
only free parameter.
The fractions of prompt leptons from di erent sources were taken to be functions of p and pt only,
and not of cos thrust . The forward and backward muon background in each bin was predicted from
the fake probability per track estimated in the bin of p, pt and jy j, multiplied by the total number of
forward and backward tracks in that bin. As described in section 2.4, although the fake probability per
track was assumed to be a symmetric function of y , the predicted background has the same asymmetry
as all tracks in the data. The fractions of electron candidates which were misidenti ed hadrons were
estimated by ts to the data in each bin of p and pt. The fraction was allowed to be di erent for
electron candidates in the barrel and endcap regions of the detector, but was otherwise assumed to
be independent of y . The conversion tagging eciency, and the rate of incorrectly tagging a prompt
electron as a converted photon were found from Monte Carlo simulation as a function of p and pt.
They were used to predict the numbers of untagged conversions in the sample from the numbers of
tagged conversions in each bin of p, pt and y . The untagged conversions were assumed to have zero
asymmetry.
The term i includes all errors of a statistical nature. This is dominated by the statistical error
from the lepton candidates in the data, but includes small contributions from Monte Carlo statistics
in deriving the fractions of each prompt source in each bin of p and pt, and contributions from both
data and Monte Carlo in estimating the various non-prompt backgrounds.
4 A term (bin width)2 =12 in the denominator of the predicted asymmetry has been neglected.
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AbF;Bmix
Muons only
0:081  0:017
Electrons only 0:052  0:022
Combined
0:070  0:014

AcF B

Correlation 2 =d:o:f :
coecient
0:055  0:037
0.30
147/148
0:060  0:050
0.28
67/70
0:014  0:030
0.29
218/220

Table 4: Results of two parameter
ts for AbF;Bmix and AcF B . The errors are statistical only. Only the
p
on-peak data were used, with h si = 91:24 GeV.
The results of the two parameter t using electron data, muon data and the combined data set,
together with the correlation coecient between the parameters and the 2 =d:o:f : values, are given
in table 4. The errors in the table are statistical only. The results using muons and electrons are
consistent at the 1.9 standard deviation level for AcF B , and 1.1 standard deviations for AbF;Bmix . There
is no indication that this di erence has anything other than a statistical origin. This is supported by
the values of 2 =d:o:f : for the three ts. The numbers of events in the o -peak data samples were
insucient to perform a two parameter t.
Consistency checks with the one parameter t results presented above were made by xing AcF B
to its Standard Model value, while restricting the t to one p{pt bin corresponding to the b-enriched
region used for the one parameter ts. The additional cut to reject misassociation background in the
muon sample was relaxed for this comparison. The results were AbF;Bmix = 0:075  0:018 for muons with
p > 3 GeV/c and pt > 1:0 GeV/c and AbF;Bmix = 0:070  0:023 for electrons with p > 2 GeV/c and
pt > 0:8 GeV/c, in good agreement with the values given above. As a further check, the t over the
full pt range in bins of p and pt was performed with AcF B xed to its Standard Model value, resulting
in a value of AbF;Bmix = 0:075  0:013, for muons and electrons combined, again in good agreement with
the result using high pt leptons.

5 Systematic uncertainties
The dominant systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the modelling of b and c hadron production and decay, and from electron and muon identi cation and backgrounds. The studies of possible
systematic e ects are described in the following sections, and the resulting systematic errors are listed
in table 5. The common systematic errors were taken into account when combining the results of the
one parameter ts to high pt muons and electrons. The systematic errors quoted for the two parameter
t are in each case for the result of a simultaneous t to muon and electron data.

5.1 Modelling of the production and decay of b and c hadrons

Decay models and branching ratios were discussed in section 3. The decay models and values of the b
hadron semileptonic branching ratios were varied simultaneously. For example, when reweighting the
Monte Carlo events to reproduce the momentum spectrum of the ISGW model, the CLEO measured
branching ratios for the ISGW model were used. The resulting error is denoted \b decay model" in
the table.
The central values of the branching ratios Br(b ! ` ), Br(b ! c ! `+ ) and Br(b ! c ! ` ),
measured using the ACCMM model, were in addition varied by the errors given in table 1. These
include CLEO statistical errors, CLEO systematic errors not related to modelling, and the extra errors
introduced by using these results in Z0 decays, including variation of the fraction of b ! c decays,
and the variations of Bs and b properties.
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b decay model
c decay model
Br(b ! ` )
Br(b ! c ! `+) and Br(b ! c ! ` )
Br(c ! `+)
Br(b !  ! ` )
Br(b ! J= ! `)

b
c

b and c modelling

Total muon background rate
Muon background shape
Muon acceptance

Muon identi cation

Electron source dependence
Conversions and Dalitz decays
Hadron misidenti ed as e

Electron identi cation

Modelling of detector resolution
Track charge error
Quark direction resolution

Detector e ects
Total error within Standard Model
AcF B ,

cc , bb

Fit for AbF;Bmix using
 events e events
0.0021
0.0019
0.0009
0.0009
0.0011
0.0013
0.0021
0.0025
0.0009
0.0012
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0002
0.0002
0.0005
0.0002
0.0005
0.0034
0.0038
0.0012
{
{
{
0.0014
{
0.0018
{
{
0.0017
{
0.0004
{
0.0004
{
0.0018
0.0011
0.0010
0.0016
0.0021
0.0010
0.0010
0.0022
0.0025
0.0045
0.0048
see text

Two parameter t for

AbF;Bmix

0.0022
0.0007
0.0008
0.0014
0.0009
0.0000
0.0003
0.0002
0.0003
0.0030
0.0012
0.0009
{
0.0015
0.0003
0.0017
0.0005
0.0018
0.0004
0.0012
0.0010
0.0016
0.0041
0.0034

AcF B

0.0062
0.0004
0.0019
0.0060
0.0013
0.0014
0.0001
0.0013
0.0016
0.0093
0.0122
0.0060
{
0.0137
0.0016
0.0072
0.0049
0.0089
0.0010
0.0026
0.0010
0.0030
0.0190
0.0060

Table 5: Systematic errors. The rst two columns give the errors for one parameter ts for AbF;Bmix to
high pt muon and electron samples. The second two columns give the errors for the two parameter
t for AbF;Bmix and AcF B using muon and electron data together. Subtotals for each category and the
total error within the framework of the Standard Model are quoted. The last line indicates the error
arising from experimental uncertainties in parameters taken from the Standard Model prediction.
The c ! `+ decay model and branching ratio were varied independently, since no correlated measurements using the ACCMM and ISGW models are available. The ACCMM and ISGW models give
a reasonable indication of the variation in the lepton momentum spectrum tolerated by the DELCO
data [20]. Other branching ratios were also varied by the errors given in table 1.
The error due to fragmentation was estimated by varying b in the range 0.0025 to 0.0095, and c
in the range 0.030 to 0.070. This corresponds to hxE ib = 0:70  0:02 and hxE ic = 0:51  0:02 [8].

5.2 Uncertainties arising from muon identi cation and background

The total hadronic background in the muon sample was varied by 13%. The di erent sources of
backgrounds have di erent distributions in p and pt. For the simultaneous measurement of AbF;Bmix and
AcF B , uncertainties in the shape of the p; pt distribution of background muons were therefore estimated
by varying the rates of misassociation and punchthrough backgrounds by their uncertainties, 25%
and 50% respectively.
For the one parameter t, where the data were explicitly corrected for the identi cation eciency
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as a function of cos , uncertainties in the modelling of the identi cation eciency were taken into
account by comparing muon pair events in data and Monte Carlo simulation. Uncertainties in the
overall eciency and bin-to-bin di erences were considered. The uncertainty due to Monte Carlo
statistics in calculating the acceptance and kinematic eciency in order to derive the fractions of
candidates from di erent sources is also included as a systematic error for this measurement. These
eciency and acceptance uncertainties are combined and denoted \Muon acceptance" in the table.

5.3 Uncertainties arising from electron identi cation and background

The fractions of events from di erent sources of prompt electrons were reevaluated using the estimated
variations in relative identi cation eciencies described in section 2.5. This error is quoted as electron
source dependence.
The systematic uncertainties of 5% in the conversion tagging eciency and 10% in the purity of the
tagged conversion sample were taken into account. The uncertainty in the rate of electrons from Dalitz
decays was included in the error due to the rate of untagged conversions. The untagged conversions
were assumed to be symmetric in y . This assumption was tested using the tagged conversions. For
example, for the high pt sample, the tracks tagged as conversions had an observed asymmetry of
0:017  0:048(stat), consistent with zero.
In calculating AbF;Bmix using the one parameter likelihood t, the photon conversions in the sample
were assumed to be produced with the angular distribution (1 + y 2). However, the distribution of
material in the detector means that the probability that a photon will convert in the detector is not
constant as a function of cos . The possible systematic bias was estimated by re tting the electron
sample using the measured angular distribution of photon conversions. The resulting di erence in the
observed asymmetry was negligible.
The percentage of misidenti ed hadrons, 3.6%, in the electron sample was varied by 0:3% for
the high pt measurement. For the two parameter t, the error on the fraction of misidenti ed hadrons
varied from bin to bin in p and pt , and the errors were expected to be almost entirely uncorrelated.
They were therefore included in the t bin by bin. This makes a negligible di erence to the statistical
error from the t. In the one parameter likelihood t, it was assumed that the acceptances for the
various sources of electrons followed the same function of y . However, the fraction of misidenti cation
background present in the sample decreases with jy j. To determine the sensitivity of the measurement
to this variation, the background fraction was calculated in three bins of jy j, and used to correct
the asymmetry in each bin. A weighted average of the asymmetry measured in the three bins was
calculated. The di erence from the value found assuming a constant background fraction was found
to be 0.0003. This was included in the systematic error.
The misidenti ed hadron background was assumed to be symmetric. An uncertainty due to a
possible 4% asymmetry in the background was included in the systematic error [23]. An estimate of
the possible asymmetry of the misidenti ed hadron background was made using a sample of events
with tracks having a value of E=p characteristic of background but satisfying all the other electron
identi cation and kinematic requirements. The number of forward and backward tracks in the high
pt region had an asymmetry of 0:014  0:034 (stat).

5.4 Detector resolution e ects not connected with lepton identi cation

Inadequacies of the modelling of the detector resolution in the Monte Carlo simulation for the measurement of p and pt were estimated by scaling the deviation of track parameters from their true values by
a factor of 1.4. This factor has been found to give better agreement between data and simulation for
distributions of resolution dependent quantities, but the changes in the kinematic eciencies resulted
in only a small di erence in the result, which was assigned as a systematic error.
The e ect of the resolution of the thrust axis direction was estimated using the JETSET Monte
Carlo program. The probability of wrongly assigning the charge of a track was estimated to be less
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than 0.2%. This value was used to estimate a systematic uncertainty due to the incorrect signing of
the thrust axis direction.

5.5 Additional uncertainties for measurements using the o -peak data samples

The kinematic
eciencies used in the analysis were evaluated using Monte Carlo samples
generated
p
p
with s  MZ . As the o -peak data were accumulated over a range of values of s within about
3 GeV of MZ , a small additional systematic error was assigned to cover possible relative variations
in the kinematic eciencies of the di erent sources. Other systematic errors were evaluated using the
procedures described above. The total systematic errors are quoted in table 6.

5.6 Dependence on Standard Model assumptions

The results of the one parameter ts for AbF;Bmix depend on bb ,
the dependence of the combined muon and electron results is:

cc

and AcF B . Writing  =

cc = bb ,

AbF;Bmix (hpsi = 89:66) = 0:0526 + 0:0043 + 0:106AcF B ;
AbF;Bmix (hpsi = 91:24) = 0:0658 + 0:0055 + 0:105AcF B ;
AbF;Bmix (hpsi = 92:75) = 0:0857 + 0:0061 + 0:105AcF B :
c (hpsi = 89:66) = 0:029,
The central
results
assume
the
value
of

=
0
:
171
=
0
:
217,
and
values
of
A
FB
AcF B (hpsi = 91:24) = 0:056 and AcF B (hpsi = 92:75) = 0:111.
The model dependence is reduced by the two parameter t for AbF;Bmix and AcF B . In this case the
statistical error for AbF;Bmix includes uncertainty in the value of AcF B . The dependence of the results of
this t on  was determined to be:
AbF;Bmix = 0:0552 + 0:0187;
AcF B = 0:0628 0:0958 + 0:04372:
The central values again assume the value of  = 0:171=0:217. A systematic error was assigned
assuming a variation of

cc / bb

of 22%, which is due almost entirely to the uncertainty in

cc

[9,13].

6 Results and conclusions
The true bb forward-backward asymmetry, AbF B , is given by AbF B = AbF;Bmix =(1 2), where  is the
average B0B0 mixing parameter in Z0 decays. The measured values of AbF;Bmix were corrected using a
value of  = 0:119  0:012 [24]. This is the average mixing parameter measured using hadronic Z0
decays including two lepton candidates at LEP, and is therefore measured from event samples with
the same composition of decaying b hadrons as this analysis.
The results of the one parameter ts for AbF;Bmix to the high pt muon and electron samples assuming
the Standard Model predictions for bb , cc and AcF B , are given in table 6. The dependence of these
results on the Standard Model assumptions was discussed in section 5.6. The results after mixing
correction are also quoted in this table.
The model dependence of the result is reduced by performing a two parameter t for AbF;Bmix and
AcF B . This pwas not done for the lower statistics o -peak data samples. The results for the on-peak
data with h si = 91:24 GeV are:

AbF;Bmix = 0:070  0:014 (stat)  0:005 (sys);
AbF B = 0:092  0:018 (stat)  0:007 (sys)  0:003 (mix);
AcF B = 0:014  0:030 (stat)  0:020 (sys):
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hpsi(GeV) AcF B (predicted)
AbF;Bmix
AbF B
89.66
0:029
0:054  0:041  0:005 0:071  0:054  0:007  0:002
91.24
0.056
0:075  0:014  0:004 0:098  0:019  0:006  0:003
92.75
0.111
0:100  0:036  0:009 0:131  0:047  0:012  0:004
Table 6: Results from one parameter ts for AbF;Bmix . The Standard Model values of bb = cc and AcF B
are assumed. The rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The third error, where quoted,
is due to the uncertainty in .
The central values assume  = cc = bb = 0:171=0:217, and the systematic error includes a 22%
variation in . The values for the bb forward-backward asymmetry are in good agreement with the
results of the one parameter measurements, with the advantage that the asymmetry of the c ! `+
events is no longer constrained. This reduces the model dependence of the result, and the uncertainty
in the value of AcF B is included in the statistical error on AbF;Bmix .
The asymmetry values are compatible with those presented by other LEP Collaborations [25]. The
results of the two parameter t are compared with the Standard Model prediction in gure 10. The
plot shows the one standard deviation curves in the AbF B {AcF B plane using electron data, muon data
or both. All statistical and systematic
p errors are included. The Standard Model prediction is from
the ZFITTER program [21], with s = 91:24 GeV, MZ = 91:187 GeV/c2, a top mass in the range
50 to 250 GeV/c2, a Higgs boson mass in the range 60 to 1000 GeV/c2 and 0:11 < s < 0:13 [22].
The range of the prediction is dominated by the top mass uncertainty. The results are compatible
with the Standard Model prediction, and have errors similar in size to the range of the prediction.
The measurement of AbF B from the two parameter t to the on-peak data sample, and those from the
one parameter ts to the o -peak data samples are shown in gure 11. The curve is the prediction of
ZFITTER, with MZ = 91:187 GeV/c2, Mtop = 132 GeV/c2, a Higgs boson mass of 300 GeV/c2, and
0:12. The results are in good agreement with the Standard Model prediction for all three values
s=
p
of h si.
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Figure 1: The distribution of jtrack cluster j for electrons in low multiplicity events and pions from
K0 decays. The electron selection cut is at 8 mrad.
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Figure 2: The geometry used for the background subtracted energy. The track impact point is denoted
by , with a momentum vector in the x{y plane as indicated. C denotes the centre block. Blocks
denoted T are the touching blocks and NT denotes the next-to-touching blocks used in the background
calculation.
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Figure 3: The background subtracted energy{momentum ratio, Esub =p, compared to the ratio of the
cluster energy to momentum, E=p, for pions from K0 decays. In the signal region (0:8 < Esub =p < 1:2),
the modi ed energy estimate provides a reduced background.
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Figure 4: The distribution of y = Qcos thrust for all muon candidates with p > 3 GeV/c and
pt > 1 GeV/c. The shaded area indicates the predicted hadronic background.
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Figure 5: The distribution of y = Qcos thrust for prompt muons with p > 3 GeV/c and pt > 1 GeV/c,
after subtraction of the predicted background and correcting for eciency. The curve shows the result
of the 2 t.
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Figure 6: The distribution of y = Qcos thrust for all electron candidates with p > 2 GeV/c and
pt > 0:8 GeV/c.
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Figure 7: The distribution of y = Qcos thrust for electron candidates with p > 2 GeV/c and
pt > 0:8 GeV/c, after subtracting non-prompt backgrounds, and correcting for eciency. The result of an event-by-event likelihood t to the uncorrected data to measure the e ective asymmetry is
superimposed.
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Figure 8: The p{pt distributions of leptons from di erent sources. The area of each square is proportional to the number of events in that region. The overall normalisation of each source is arbitrary.
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Figure 9: The ratio (N F N B )=(N F + N B ) vs. jy j = jcos thrust j, for prompt muons with p > 3 GeV/c
and pt > 1 GeV/c, and prompt electrons with p > 2 GeV/c and pt > 0:8 GeV/c. The curves are of
2
obs
the form 8Aobs
F B jy j=3(1 + y ). The solid curves are for the tted values of AF B , and the dotted curves
obs
are for values of AF B one standard deviation from the tted values.
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Figure 10: One standard deviation contours (39% probability content) for the results of the two
parameter t to data with electron candidates, muon candidates or both. The line indicates the
Standard Model prediction, for which the dominant uncertainty is from the range of top quark mass.
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Figure 11: The results for AbF B as a function of centre-of-mass energy. The curve is the Standard
Model prediction.
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